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Jean Bruller, known by Frenchmen as Vercors, was one of the soldiers
in combat against the German Occupation in France. He turned from art to
writing as an almost direct result of his rebellious attitude towards the
Occupation. From this Occupation came a work that relives the attitudes
and bitter sentiments towards the Germans. A brief summation of the
Occupation reveals an important influence upon Vercors. It is the name,
Vercors, that he received during the German Occupation which has flour¬
ished throughout France. The name is derived from a mountain in the lower
French Alps where he spent several weeks as a reserve lieutenant in 1940.
It must be noted, however, that the significance of this name lends itself
to the fact that the "man*' Vercors was known throughout France by name
only. He was known for his stand on the German Occupation. Yet, no one
could point him out, for his struggle and participation in the resistance
movement revealed themselves through his writings under this pseudonym.
Synopsis of the German Occupation in France
When the Treaty of Versailles awarding Alsace and Lorraine to France,
her troubles were not over, for, certainly World War I had proved nothing
definitively. In 1939, World War II was ignited where pacifist and ill-
prepared France was quickly defeated and occupied by the titanic Germans
with their new methods of war (blitzkrieg).
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At this time, France was under the rule of the Vichy government.
When Vichy finally became a shrunken, isolated, and fascist-
dominated little clique, common opposition to the German
occupants and the collaborators brought together people and
groups (this includes the bourgeois) that had remained separ¬
ated both in pre-war France and in the period of Vichy which
preceded Laval's return to power. The collaborators played in
1944-45, the sad but useful role of scapegoats, and the
shrillest of their enemies were often men who had first put their
faith in Retain (the French regime leader and collaborator with
the Nazi occupants) and shared in Vichy's integral nationalism
of 1940-41. The myth which the Resistance men gladly endorsed--
that all France was "r^sistante" in 1944--contributed to healing
some of the wounds which the clash between Vichy's forces and
the Resistance had opened.1
The Occupation favored national cohesion only to a limited extent.
It divided Frenchmen, initially by the demarcation line between the occu¬
pied and the unoccupied zones, until the line ceased to exist on November
11, 1942. It divided them above all in regard to their attitude toward
the occupying power.^
For the masses the essential fact was the loss of 1iberty--which
became immediately apparent. The French had suddenly understood the sig¬
nificance of the strange unanimity of the newspapers in praising the
Germans, and they had learned that it was painful not to be able to say
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what one thought. It is this silence of the French that Vercors discusses
in his first work, Le Silence de la mer (The Silence of the Sea).
The national humiliation which resulted in the defeat, the physical
^Stanley Hoffmann and Charles P. Kindleberger, In Search of France




and moral suffering caused by the Occupation, all resulted in the French
living a clandestined life. Nearly all sides of French life suffered
from it, and to be sure, the intellectual life was not at all the same.
Beyond any doubt the French displayed a tremendous interest and intellec¬
tual growth during the Occupation.
Indeed it was during this period that the French were deeply honored,
for in order to express their sentiments and opposition to the Occupation,
writers attempted to render to all their message while in hiding or under¬
cover. Certainly, this type of writing caused throughout France a great
stir. Not only did France herself become alarmed, but those on the
outside of France as well.
It was the top-ranking poets rather than the novelists who lent their
pens to this new and serious form of patriotism in which the love of
France and the hatred of the oppressor had an equal share. This movement
produced in Henri ik Keisch's sonq, Les Partisans francais, a kind of
"New Marseillaise": "Ami, entends-tu le vol lourd des corbeaux?" which
contains arousing strophes like this:
Montez de la mine,
Descendez des col lines,
Camarade!
Sortez de la paille
Les fusils, la mitraille,
Les grenades. ^
Louis Aragon, who since 1930 became famous for his surrealistic
vagaries, aroused great interest as he fisned against the Vichy government
through his quatrains: "J'^ris dans un pays d^aste^ par la peste/
ou... Herode r^nait quand Laval est dauphin."
Helmut Hatzfeld, Trends and Styles in Twentieth-Century French
Literature (Washington: The Catholic University of America Press, 1957),
p. 44.
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Paul Eluard joined Aragon with "Chant Nazi" and its refrain in
the Villon style: "Ainsi chantent, chantent bien/ Les bons mattres
assassins."
Even though poets were active in expressing their resentments in
their poems some writers, artists, and men of science remained free in
their ideas. Ye4 under the Nazis, intellectual Frenchmen were jailed,
deported, shot and murdered. In fact, there were so many murders that
France was robbed of such men as Saint-Pol Roux, Saint-Exupery, Benjamin
Cr^mieux, Jean Prevost, Louis Mandin, Jacques D^our, Max Jacob, Robert
Oesnos, Pierre Unik, Marc Bloch, and many others whose names are less
well-known. Still other Frenchmen as Jean Paulhan, Gabriel Audisio,
Jean Cassou (later to be left for dead by the Nazi on the pavement in
Toulouse) spent time in prison or led the hunted lives of outlaws.
During the above mentioned events, Vercors slept in his bed every night.^
In spite of what historians may record in reference to the events
occurring during the Occupation, critics agree that the works of Vercors
are more accurate and factual. This belief is not due to a diary that
Vercors might have kept for he did not keep one. Nevertheless, the
events captured in the works of Vercors are probably the most detailed
recorded. Vercors refers to his ability to recall many events as those
that he is able to pull from "the dark well in which they slumber," that
when the "bucket" is hauled up one must be content with tdiat he finds.
Vercors reminds us that his method is not completely accurate, for gaps,
errors, chronological confusions must be expected. Besides, he does not
^Jean Bruller-Vercors, The Battle of Silence, trans., by Rita Barisse
(Chicago: Holt, Rhinehart and Winston, 1967), p. 12.
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claim to be a historian. 6
Biographical Sketch of Jean Bruller-Vercors
Vercors, a twentieth-century graphic artist and engraver, was born
February 26, 1902, in Paris, France to Louis Bruller, a rather curious
man and Ernestine Bourbon who loved him dearly. His birth occurred on
the day of the centennial celebration of the birth of Victor Hugo.
There is not much information available on the infancy of Vercors,
but some critics have said that his infancy was well spent for he found
himself constantly among the learned, especially poets. His father
encouraged these encounters:
D'aussi loin que je me rappelle des livres,
ecrira Vercors, ce sont les siens(ceux du pere de
Vercors): la grande ^ition populaire illustree qui
n'a jamais quitte la place d'honneur, dans la
bibliotheque de mon pWe, ni plus tard dans la
mienne. Elle est reliee de chagrin rouge. Maintes
illustrations sont de Hugo lui-meme. due je sois
devenu a mon tour ecrivain et dessinateur, les
astrologues ne manqueront pas d'y voir une preuve
de Inexactitude de leur science. Ils oublieront
que j'ai grandi devant ces livres.7
Vercors received his education primarily at the ^ole alsacienne
in Paris. Yet, realizing his full potential, he set out to make it felt
and appreciated by others.
He married Jeanne Barusseau from whom he received a divorce. Later,
he married his present wife, Rita Barisse, who has translated from French
to English all of his works. He is the father of three sons.
It was during the German Occupation in France that this graphic
^Ibid.. p. 13.
^Radivoje D. Konstantinovic"^ Vercors: Ecrivain et dessinateur (Paris:
Librairie C. Klincksieck, 1969), p. 10.
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artist, along with Pierre de Lescure, founded the "Editions de Minuit"
which published clandestinely his most widely acclaimed work. The
Silence of the Sea. "Dans son huroanite^, sa prudeur, ses choses tues
ou munnur^s, ce simple r^it a fait plus centre 1'hitl^risme que tant
de d^lamations retentissantes."®
It is possible that during the early part of the twentieth-century,
attempts were made to supply a concrete definition for this gullible,
fallible, and often-times, disgusting being called "man." Nevertheless,
there exists a need for a definition. Just where are we to begin? Can
we expect our age to render such a service? Will bitter conflict and
confusion continue to exist when attempting to define sufficiently
"man"?
Centuries have found this being, who for the sake of clarity, is
referred to as "man," a phenomenon with which to be reckoned. This is to
say, one finds much pain to live day by day on assumptions; to believe
that he understands the meaning of "man."
Thus, as the result of toying with this phenomenon for centuries,
men like Aldous Huxley, Alexander Pope, and more recently, the French
twentieth-century satirist, Jean Bruller-Vercors have made an attempt to
supply an adequate definition, feasible to all inhabitants of the world,
for '^nan." Vercors is excellent as a satirist. An article, "Bitter
Smiles of Wisdom," appearing in the June, 1953 issue of the Saturday
Review compliments his gift as a satirist.^
8 ^ ^
Marcel Girard, Guide illustre de la litterature frar^aise rooderne
(n.p.: Editions Seghers, 1968), p. 314.
^Laurent Le Sage, "Bitter Smiles of Wisdom," Saturday Review. XXXVI
(June 20, 1953), 16.
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His first important work, strongly encouraged from the silence of
the French during the German Occupation, Le Silence de la mer, a long
short story, reminiscent in a sense of Haurice Barres's Colette Baudoche,
shows the resistance in the reserved attitude of a French girl who
rejects even the serious and respectful homage of a noble young German
officer, Werner d'Ebrennac, billetted in her parents' home. Despite her
love for him, she never responds to his cultured and literary monologues
except by a heartbroken, 'adieu', when after months he tells her that
by choice he is going to return from his 'poste de commandant' to his
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former field division. This 'short novel was a minor masterpiece of
restraint and did much to encourage the literature of the Resistance'.
Vercors made many lecturing trips throughout the world. It was not
until his twenty-eighth birthday, however, that he made his first trip
to the United States.
In the Saturday Review of June 20, 1953» the following article
appeared: "The season's most sensational Valentine appeared yesterday in
an inviting red sash, bearing words: 'To My Valentine: It was Jean
Bruller's (Vercors's) Twenty-One Delightful Ways to Commit Suicide.' The
ways ranged from 'jumping into a river with a stone tied to one's neck'
to *longevityI..
Though Vercors made numerous trips to many parts of the world, it
^^Hatzfeld, op. cit., p. 45.
^^Henri Peyre, French Novelists of Today (New York: Oxford Univer¬
sity Press, 1967), p. kh6.
^^Bernard Kalb, "Valentine Gives 21 Suicide Hints," Saturday Review
(June 20, 1953), 16.
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must be noted that in those days, the name Vercors had not entered
Bruller's mind as a possible pseudonym. Neither had Jean Oesvignes,
Jean La Do^ee, and Santerre, other 'noms de plume* he took during the
early 1940's when France was occupied and he was in the Resistance.
He reached the United States a few days before Valentine's Day, but by
the time of his arrival, his short-lived fame had ceased to exist.
In his late thirties, Vercors was known to connoisseurs as an
illustrator of books and as the author of several albums of witty and
satirical drawings.In spite of this vast output, critics have seem¬
ingly devoted very little attention to Vercors. He was regarded by them
as "an amateur whose undisputed qualities are offset by a supposed lack
of professionalism."'^
Not only did the German Occupation have an influence on Vercors but
the French Communist Party did too. Special influence exerted by the
French Communist Party was partly due to four important factors: firstly,
to its dynamic philosophy in which many intellectuals saw the culmination
of rationalist and humanist trends; secondly, to its political programme,
which in addition to Marxism, was based on French Republican and revolu¬
tionary traditions; thirdly, to its record during the Occupation, which
earned it the title, "Parti des Fusille^" (The Party of Those Who Were
Shot); and lastly to the fact that it has increasingly became the party
'3ibid.
14 /
Robert 0. Cottrell, "Radivoje D. Konstantinovic: Vercors Ecrivain
et dessfnateur," Book Review Section of French Review (February, 1970),
p. 512.
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of the organized working class.
It must be noted, however, that this influence is intended as praise,
not as criticism. Although Vercors has not ceased to write, his writings
reveal pessimism, but this pessimism does not in fact date back to the
war during the German Occupation. However, his pictorial work carries
with it a bitter testimony: "Coinne a tout jeune esprit lucide, c'est
1'absurdite du monde qui m'est apparue tout d'abord."^^
Like Arnaud of Les Yeux et la lumiere, Vercors takes leave without
the hope of anything, yet forging ahead on life. To live:
II n'est qu'un monde que I'homme ait avec soi
en commune mesure, et c'est I'humanite. II n'est
pour nous qu'un univers, ce sont les hommes. Tout
autre est illusoire projection d^harn^ de notre
orguei1
Therefore, Vercors protests against every injustice in defense of roan.
He says, "I write to expose lies and injustices. I write also to try and
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help my readers to find the meaning of their life."'”
Just as most of the existentialists, Vercors is like a fly caught in
a spider web, for he is tormented by problems of liberty, responsibility,
and seemingly above all else, commitment. There the resemblance is
terminated, for, unlike the existentialists, he has a more vivid charac¬
ter and dramatization.
None of the stories that Vercors tells is 'pretty' but he "is
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Pierre de Boisdeffre, Une Histoire vivante de la litterature
d'au jourd'hui (Paris: Librairie Academique Perrin, 1958), p. 143.
Wibid.
^^Brad Darrach, "Le Radeau de la m^duse," Time (August 23, 1971),
p. 56.
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always restrained in the tel ling...he has mastered the art of under>
statement and it is vihat he so skillfully does not say that will evoke
the greatest horror.
Aside from his mastery of the art of understatement, Vercors uses
the complicated, but perfectly mastered technique of narration within
narration, but proceeding mostly by indirection as Joseph Conrad used
to do. Highly cultivated style, his stories contain many authentic
and documentary elements of his own experience (which he does not hesi¬
tate to admit).^^
Today, Vercors, along with his wife, Rita Barisse, resides in his
native country, France, where he, at the age of 71, still writes.
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A CRITICAL ANALYSIS OF LES ANIMAUX
DENATURES AND SYLVA
One detects a slow change in Vercors's philosophical views on the
question of the essence of man, specifically in the two works, Les
Animaux denatures and Sylva. The former is rather optimistic and the
latter reveals his pessimism. We must understand that the span between
the above works (approximately nine years) has nothing to do with his
later pessimism, for it existed at the time of the German Occupation but
was not influenced by it. It is a quality that he possessed but one
that became more evident several years later.
The similarities are few, the differences are many, but the central
aim of both works remains unchanged—to define the essence of man. It
is this essence of man that Vercors hopes will influence the lives and
ideas of universal man. It is Vercors's intent that Les Animaux
denatures and Sylva wil1 serve as a remedy for blindness, that the human
race can once again open its eyes and recognize reality as it now exists.
Like roost works by Vercors, Les Animaux denature's and Sylva deliver
their worldly message via a narrator. It is the author's contention that
a narrator tends to relate events as they occur. The events, then, are
presented in an unbiased manner. Further, the use of a narrator allows
the reader to recall past events linking directly to an event at present.
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It is also necessary to note that narration itself serves as a transi¬
tion from one specific event to another.
These works, unlike most well-written novels, do not contain an
abundance of graphic description. Vercors simply writes with a desire
to relate his message to the reader. He attempts to illustrate his
experiences and philosophy throu^ his writings--be they novels, essays,
or what one may call, short novel forms. To present his experiences to
the reader, however, Vercors presents his work through a wealth of
intellectual, scholarly, and scientific knowledge. This device is
especially evident in the zoological explanations given for the origin
and evolution of man.
Les Animaux d^atur^ and Sylva treat more or less an experiment
which seeks to discuss the essence of man in such a way that most readers
are able to comprehend. The former, for instance, a none too successful
allegory, translated. You Shall Know Them, concerns itself with a race
called, Tropi, half man and half animal, which has one of the female
tropi giving birth to an infant fathered by a man through artificial
insemination. The latter treats a philosophical tale of a bachelor vdio
rescues a she-fox and metamorphoses her into a human being. Both experi¬
ments prove unsuccessful. In Les Animaux denatures, one finds the
experiment involving the union of a tropi and a man unsuccessful--unsuc¬
cessful because of the inability of man to modify nature. That is to say,
man is not capable of deciding the species of his offspring when his mate
is of a species different from his own. Likewise, “the new Pygmalion in
Sylva does not succeed and the woman returns to her original animal
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nature."' This reversal is made evident at the very end of the novel
when Sylva gives birth to a cub.
Restez-la... Mais qu'est-ce qui se passe? M'^ri-
ai>je. Et Nanny> par-dessus son epaule: Elle est
en couches.
C'etait beaucoup plus tdt que nous ne supposions.
Et moi qui tirais des plans pour que I'^ve^nement ^eOt 1 ieu discretement! Tout le village ^tait deja
pr^venu, et les gens venaient au comptoir, l‘air
de rien, se faire servir a boire. Moi, je marchais
de long en large dans le couloir, fumant selon
1'usage cigarette sur cigarette. Au bout d'une voix
qui me donna la chair de poule.
J'accourus. Elle portait dans ses bras le pre-
mi er-ne.
y 2
On n'en pouvait douter: c'etait un renard.
Les Animaux denatures and Sylva toss up a number of provocative
ideas, for example, what is the relationship between man and animal? Does
man differ from the animal kingdom in his power of speech? Is his ability
to walk upright or his manipulation of fire a significant index? The
ability to make and use tools, does it in fact, mark them merely as
super-intelligent animals or something greater.^
Found in Les Animaux denatures is a lively, witty needling of the
absurdities of law, logic, science, and human nature. It further achieves
a monstrous air of plausibility for its unlikely plot—unlikely because of
the specific aim of Vercors--to define once and for all, the essence of
this highly intelligent being, "man." On the other hand, Sylva is not
so lively and vibrant, but similarly, possesses no likely plot. Never¬
theless, Vercors created a roost evocative account of Sylva.
'Peyre, Joe. cit.
^Jean Bruller-Vercors, Sylva (Paris: Albin Michel, 1961), p. 285.
(Subsequent references to Vercors's works will be indicated by title and
page).
3Elsa Triolet, "Two French Playwrights on the Nature of Man," The
London Times (April 13, 1964), p. 8.
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Thematically, Les Animaux denatures and Sylva share the problem of
man or the human race. Through the transformation of Sylva and the
results of the court's decision on what is and is not human, we find that
mankind is merely a similated body all its own. Therefore whatever he
elects to call himself i^ and can only be defined by him.
Cela montre qu'il ne d^endait pas des tropis
d'etre ou de n'etre pas des membres de la communaut^
humaine, mais bien de nous de les y admettre.
Cela montre aussi que I'on n'est pas un homme
par une sorte de droit de nature, mais au contraire
qu'il faut, avant d'etre reconnu comme tel par les
autres horames, avoir subi, pour ainsi dire, un
examen, une sorte d'initiation.
^
L'humanite ressemble'^ un club tr^s ferme: ce
que nous appelons humain n'est defini que par nous
seuls.^
Man tends to change constantly minute by minute, day by day and
so on:
11 change constamment. Les animaux ne varient
jamais dans leur maniere d'4tre, meme en mi lie ans.
Tandis que dans la faj:on de considerer la vie, et
done de la vivre, entre mon grand-pWe et moi, il
y a autant de distance qu'entre une tortue et un
casoar .5
Whether one considers Sylva as a woman evolved from a fox or as an animal,
she, too, makes constant changes:
Les seuls progr^s qui m'importassent, c'^taient
les progr^s plus subtils qui marquaient sa nature,
ceux qui la faisaient plus humaine qui 1'eloignaient
de 1'animalite^: ces progres-la e'etait toujours sous
la forme d'un saut imprevu qu'ils survenaient, et
un saut qui, du dehors, paraissait parfois fulgurant.
Ensuite elle avait reconnu des fruits sur une
nature-^iorte.
On pouvait, du premier etage du manoir, aperce-
voir la haie ou la-bas Sylva restait coite...Elle
se tratna hors du buisson.”
\es Animaux denatures, p. 301.
5lbi_d., p. 54.
^Sylva. pp. 218-219, 229.
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Nevertheless, Vercors's views on the evolution and origin of man differ.
Savez-vous...ce que c'est que le Pithecanthrope, et PAustra-
lopitheque, le Sinan^hrope, Phomme de Neanderthal? Notre
absence de curiosite me fait honte concernant nos origines...
Done, voici ce qu'il vous faut savoir: a Porigine des hommes
et des singes, on le sait desormais de fa^on a peu pres sure,
i1 y a une souche unique...Phomme ne descend pas du si^ge,
mais le singe et Phomme descendent, chacun de son c<^te, de
la meme souche originelle.7
Before man can be distinguished from animal one must know his origin.
We are aware of the biblical, biological, and the mythological reasons
given for his origin. In Les Animaux d^naturds, we find it necessary to
know not only the origin of man, but the origin of everything.
Mon cher, si vous voulez comprendre quelque
chose aux origines de Phomme, il vous faut bien
d'abord remonter aux origines de tout.^
Does the idea that an animal can be taught human qualities make
him a man? Sylva is taught to recognize certain existing objects--apples,
cherries, pictures of someone whom she has previously seen. She learns
to love and be loved in return. In fact, she loves to the extent of
becoming a mother—a mother who anxiously awaits the arrival of her
child—only to give birth to a cub. Does this birth make Sylva or her
cub human?
One attenpt to distinguish man from animal is the idea of man posses¬
sing a soul. However, this idea is not a concrete one.
L'^Hne...je suis aussi mecreant que vous...L'ame...
meme si Pon n'y croit pas il faut bien reconnattre...
que puisqu'il a fallu Pinventer, et Pinventer pour
Phomme, voyez-vous, pour le distinguer justement de
1'animal..




The author is led to believe that the idea of a soul here alludes to
Sylva. She, too, begins to show signs of a soul when she recognizes
that she must die.
...^a la seconde ou Sylva prononj:ait son nom et
en 1e prononj:ant, apprenait, coroprenait qu'elle
devait mourir; si mme, a cette seconde cruel 1e et
fascinante, le sentiment, ne m'avait envahi, indubi¬
table et fulgurant, qu'elle venait de subir une deu-
xiWie metamorphose. Car je peux vraiment di re que
c'est a cette seconde, des apr^s cette seconde que,
vraiment, tout changea, pour toujours.
Elle avait murmure: ‘Et Sylva?...' et je n'avais
pas ose repondre.^®
For Sylva as for others, the metaphysical mind is peculiar to man.
Although it is said that animals do not possess it, can we be sure? Ani¬
mals have shown signs of curiosity even at its most rudimentary level.
Les Animaux denatures and Sylva do not possess all similarities of
course. Their differences are many—optimistic and pessimistic in tone
respectively. Let us regard some of these dissimilar aspects of the two
works.
Though Vercors employs experimental means of presenting his argument
on the essence of man, Les Animaux denatures presents this experiment
from a philosophical point of view whereas Sylva is biological—a meta-
mo r phi c experiment. For instance, in Les Animaux denatures, there is
an attempt to define man via philosophical opinions of statesmen, psycholo¬
gists, jurors, lawyers, clergymen and so on, but only to form a committee
to create the criterion governing the essence of man:




Article II.--Les pn'ncipaux signes d'esprit religieux
sont, dans I'ordre decroissant: la foi en Dieu, la
Science, I'Art et toutes leurs manifestations; les
religions amcphilosophies diverses, et toutes leurs
manifestations; le f^tichisme, les totems et tabous,
la magie, la sorcellerie et toutes leurs manifestations;
le cannibalisroe rituel et ses manifestations.
Article III.—Tout ^tre anime' qui montre un seul
des signes mentionn^s a 1'article II est admis dans
la communaute humaine, et sa personne est garantie sur
tout le territoire du Commonwealth oar les diverses
stipulations figurant dans la derniere Declaration des
Droits de I'homme.^^
Unlike the philosophical views in Les Animaux denatur^, the experiment
employed in Sylva is biological. Once the fox, having been pursued,
flees behind a bush where she changes into a woman:
Sans doute que 1'animal, cerf ou renard, avait du
s'eloigner, car on n'entendait plus^rien. J'en-
trai dans la cuisine, mis de I'eau a bouillir pour
me faire du the'^.
Je laissai la ma collation et ressortis... le
renard fuyait devant moi, cherchait affole'^ un trou
dans la haie, talonn^ par les chiens hurlants.
Deja je me bouchai les yeux devant 1'horreur du
spectacle... Plus de renard... mais une paire de
jambes nues... La creature ne reagit pas... C'est
une femme. 12
Sylva undergoes a metamorphic process--a process dating from her
change from vixen to woman up to the birth of her cub. It is during
this transition that she achieves such educational values as becoming
domesticated, learning to recognize particular objects, learning to call
certain objects by name, and acquiring emotions, principally, amorous
ones.
^^Les Animaux denatures, p. 288.
^^Sylva, pp. 15-16.
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Another distinction given as being characteristic of man is the
fact that he lives and procreates. Needless to say, this too finds it¬
self reflected. Animals are able to procreate, too. Again, we can point
to Sylva's giving birth to her child. Does this not make her human?
If not what does?
Many reasons were heard at the trial of Templemore, the protagonist
in Les Animaux d/natur^, in an earnest effort to define man. There were
references to religion, sex deviation, speech articulation and brain con¬
volutions. Yet, these, too, were impractical. So, the quest to determine
whether or not the tropis are men becomes an episode unlike that in Sylva.
It is an episode filled with suspense in a very subtle way. All the
world becomes a play. At this point, the stage is set. The curtain
rises. The actors begin. They are so much into their parts that the
spectator cannot predict the outcome.
Perhaps the most realistic segments of Les Animaux d^ature^ and
Sylva are the court scenes and the confrontation between Dorothy and
Arthur when Dorothy is under heavy sedation of illegal drugs. The
realism found in the court scene can be attributed to Vercors's artistic,
not literary ability. The district attorney addresses the court, sum¬
marizing all preceding events. He informs the jury that the decision
will be difficult. He stresses three concluding statements: (1) that
Templemore is the one who put the tropi infant to death; (2) that
Templemore willingly confessed to his own crime; and (3) that there is
no doubt as to vdiether or not the victim is a human or animal. This
pronouncement immediately ignites the spark to strive for a sound defi¬
nition of man.
In an article, Laurent LeSage states in the June 20, 1953 issue of
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the Saturday Review, '"You Shall Know Them' indicates a resurgence of
the comic spirit that inspired his drawings. In subject, it partakes
of the murder story and science fiction." Yet, this work does not pos¬
sess "the intensity of purpose or the pertinence that lifts it to a
plane of the highest satire of a period."^3
Though Vercors permits the tropi to be used by this creature called
"man," he loves the existence of all beings. He expresses the idea best
when describing Jean Pr^ost:
Cette force, cette exub^ance de 1'esprit e/^du
corps, cette puissance de vivre, cet amour innombra-
ble des etres et des choses.'^
The conclusions in Les Animaux d^natur^ are optimistic. The court
and the local government have created a criterion geared towards defining
man, thereby awarding the title of man to the tropis. It is this opti¬
mism which clearly represented Vercors's own optimism approximately nine
years earlier, prior to his writing of Sy1va. However, in Sylva, he
leans more towards pessimism. Perhaps he realizes too that efforts to
answer the question will never be exhausted, for others are likely to
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CHAPTER III
EVOLUTION OF VERCORS'S THOUGHT
ON THE ESSENCE OF MAN
Vercors's work was studied very little until the latter part of
1969 and early 1970. Even so, he has not received wide acclaim. Inte¬
restingly enough, in the last issue of Dictionnaire de la litterature
fran^aise contereporaine, 1900-1962, his name does not even appear
on the list of one hundred twenty writers, now in twentieth-century
French literature. There are two debatable reasons for this omission.
The first is that Vercors is not truly a literary figure; and secondly,
his popularity among the French does not warrant the appearance of his
name on the above named list. Yet, parodoxical1y enough, he is more
prominent among foreigners than among his compatriots.
The problem of Vercors's popularity can be attributed to his famous
The Silence of the Sea. Approximately half of the compiled information,
both constructive and destructive, treats The Silence of the Sea. This
work received world-wide applause which lasted about a year. Though he
has written other works, most critics study his The Silence of the Sea.
"Silence," a word greatly adopted by the French for more than
three years leading up to and after the German Occupation, is one of the
fundamental thoughts of Vercors. It is this "silence" which becomes
extremely important in Vercors's conception of this animal called "man."
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He became vigilant during the Occupation. Through his watchfulness,
Vercors was able to view his compatriots as he responded to and against
the Occupation. Everywhere, there was "silence."
Silence dans les foules, silence des maisons; silence
parce que la parade allemande remonte "a midi les Champs-
Elys^es, silence parce que I'officier ennemi loge dans la
chambre voisine, silence parce que la Gestapo dissimule des
ecouteurs sous les lits d'hotel, silence parce que 1'enfant
n'ose plus dire qu'il a fairo, parce que les corps des otages
tomb^s cheque soir font de cheque lendemain un nouveau jour
de deuil national. Et puis silence de la pensee, silence
forc4 des ecrivains, privds du droit d'expression, silence
devant le monde.^
Vercors views man as one who is capable of committing suicide
resulting from times when he is most frustrated, confused, baffled, and
when he has experienced the lamentable sides of life.
The very idea of suicide is expressed in his work, 21 recettes
pratiques de mort violente. This work was preceded by Petit manuel du
parfait suicide. Through mild satire, Vercors advocates that if one
wishes to commit suicide, he should do so: "L'auteur veut que la soci^t^
admette apres la lecture de son ouvrage que 1'anormal est, non point
2
qu'on se suicide pas." However, in reality, he believes that man should
keep a sane mind in spite of the difficulties which may arise.
The idea that man is a being who lives in a world of pure and unortho>
dox absurdity is a constant theme of Vercors. His idea of the absurd
world varies from that of Jean-Paul Sartre, but is much like that of
Albert Camus. He recognizes that which is voluntary and involuntary in
Le Silence de la mer^ p. 11.
^Konstantinovic, 0£. cit., p. 11.
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the life of roan, but he views, primarily, the dark or obscure sides,
thereby revealing signs of budding pessimism:
II me semblait qu'on ne devrait pas aimer la
vie avec circonspection et inquietude, que la vie
e^it pleine de questions qu'il fallait d'abordresoudre(ou plutot tenter vainement de resoudre)
jusqu'a perdre le gout de vivre.3
For the first time, we see in Vercors's work an anguished Pascalian
sentiment, for he begins viewing man as alone and egotistical: he is
incapable of carrying on a conversation without introducing himself at
least in some small way. This preoccupation with himself prevents his
establishing any contact between himself and others.
Vercors contends that man, in spite of the freedom that he thinks
he possesses, is not in a true sense, free. That is, man always owns
something in life that curtails his freedom, for instance, his problems.
Man remains with problems no matter how many he is able to solve.
Man still lives in a world of absurdity, for, he cannot be happy:
’’L'homme ne peut pas etre heureux parce que le bonheur pour lui r^ide
\ \
toujours la ou il n'est pas." One can be safe in saying that Vercors's
idea that happiness of man is an indirect way of expressing the exact
same idea as Albert Camus: "Les hommes meurent et ils ne sont pas
heureux.
Having questioned the absurdity of the world and the withdrawal of
the German troops in German-occupied France, Vercors continued to be
^Ibid., p. 35.
^Ibid.. p. 40.
^Albert Camus, Caliqula, I, iv, 27.
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plagued with the question: what is the essence of man? Les Yeux et la
1umiere» his first major work, attempts to treat this question. In it
Vercors employs six heroes, having as many differences as they have simi>
larities, who find thonselves with the same dilemma: each must act in
accordance with his own convictions. Thus, Vercors writes in the preface
of Les Yeux et la lumiere:
Mais i1 s'agit, c'est vrai, d'un heros assez
particulier. Ce n'est pas un individu... c'est
1'horane pur, I'horame en soi, 1'abstraction—homme.
L'homme non pas zoo1ogique(simp1e classement dans
1e regne animal), ni metaphysique(i1 n'existe pas:
la notion d'homme est comroe toutes les autres une
secretion de 1'entendement) mais cet 'animal 4thique'
qui differe de tout le reste de la creation parce .
qu'il tente de mener une vie dirigee par sa volonte.”
In Coleres, Vercors becomes interested in the revolt of man, but he
does not advocate that this revolt should occur in the same manner. All
the characters here revolt. They revolt because of social injustices.
Cluster Cloots in Coleres expresses this feeling of rebellion. The fol¬
lowing taken from Cloots also explains the title:
.. .constamment notre pense'e devrait se rap-
porter a ce fondement-la, a ce fait humiliant
qu'on ne sait rien, que personne ne sait rien,
qu'on ne peut rien savoir, que les bribes infimes
de nos connaissances sont arrachees de force apt^s
des mil Hers d'ann^es. Arrachees dans un combat
sans fin, extenuant. On devrait vivre dans une
colWe constante, bouillir sans cesse de revolte,
de fureur.7
All Vercors's thoughts do not bear pessimistic tones. In the same
work cited above, we find Vercors showing a bit of optimism towards the
^Les Yeux et la lumiere, p. 8.
^Col^res, p. 33•
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future of roan. His faith in man is concrete and firm. Nevertheless,
he displays man's seemingly never-ending quest to find the answer to the
very essence of his existence: "L'honneur de 1'homme, c'est ce courage
sans recompense, c'est de vivre sans connattre encore sa raison de
1.8vivre."
Considering Vercors as a humanist, we again find him confronted with
the problem of the essence of man. He attempts to deal with it through
Chinese experiences, which, in his eyes, of course, prove the possibility
of a new and more human world. Thus, he always thinks about man and the
whole of humanity, according to Radivoje D. Konstantinovic^:
Le reste du roonde etonn^ n'aper^oit encore
que vaguement I'etendue des perspectives qui
s'ouvrent avec cette renaissance.
Celui qui a vu la Chine les distingue mieux,
et loin de s'efframer coranie d'aucuns, il sait
voir dans les succes de ce peuple attachant et
plus humain qu'aucun autre une promesse pour son
propre bonheur.°
Vercors proves to be in a "limbo" where he reveals his attitude and
sentiments towards man. As we have seen, at one time Vercors expresses
pessimistic and then optimistic attitudes towards man, not necessarily
in this order, of course. Let us go back several years. When Vercors
wrote Le Silence de la mer, he found favor in man though he had some reser¬
vations about the full developmental potentials of man commencing before
and after the German Occupation. It is perhaps Les Animaux d^nature's
that exhibits tenets of optimism. Certain parts in Coleres bear optimism
and still other parts show pessimism. Several years later, we find again
other works by Vercors which express more tenets of pessimism towards man
8lbid.. p. 323.
%onstantinovic^, o£. cit., p. 109.
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and that of which he is composed: the attitude of the mind and the
sentiments of the heart, his daily activities, his relationship to beasts.
For, as Vercors has pointed out in Les Animaux denatures and Sylva, man
does not exist as just "man" alone but he is akin to the beasts in some
way; be it biological or environmental. With this in mind, let us con¬
sider then a later work, Q.uota. Here Vercors views man as having too
much and finding it too late to do anything about it. This is to say
that man often finds himself possessing riches and therefore presenting
himself as an extremely frustrated and sometimes neurotic being. Rather
than pitting himself against situations that warrant more attention,
thereby giving him a true sense of duty and worth, he simply continues
to live in the same vein, experiencing boredom and going about his habit¬
ual duties giving little consideration towards developing a feasible
solution.
Q.uota is "a warning and prophecy for the sated populations in the
world. Here Vercors indicts our civilization. This indictment is even
more severe since he holds no hope that we may be saved.Vercors
contends that man has a choice of his own to make; that once he makes
his choice, what is to occur is then in its developmental stages; for the
hands of time cannot be turned back. He explains, however, that though
man declares that he has made his own choice--the choice was really made
for him at the beginning of the Industrial Revolution. Vercors's pessimism
^^Laurent LeSage, "Too Much and Maybe Too Late," Saturday Review
(March 12, 1966), p. 152.
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is explicitly indicated in Q.uota. He says that man will eventually
devour his own "guts."
(iuestions such as who is roan? what is he? where is he going? and
finally, what is his relationship to the universe? receive a definite
reply from Vercors when he sets forth the idea that man exists in the
universe and is inescapably related to it. It is through man's freedom
of choice that he is in a constant process of becoming. Nevertheless,
similar to Camus, Vercors does not share the idea of the existentialists
that human existence is without essence. So, much of Vercors's thought,
then, rests on the idea of an inseparable belief in a nature common to
all men and beasts.
Being able to paint what he sees as well as that which he does not
see, Vercors relies on his personal experiences in his attempt to analyze
man; afterwards, he reviews his observations in order to define him.
Certainly, these experiences, of which Vercors does not hesitate to inform
us, are illuminated in his works.
Vercors cries out in anguish in his effort to define man. Still it
must be understood that this quest in anguish is not entirely meta¬
physical. Vercors's works indicate this point. To be sure of this, not
all intellectuals, even in fiction, quite resemble the philosopher, Gracch,
in Vercors's Les Yeux et la lumiere, who lets himself be killed in order
to tell the truth and not compromise with the dictator.^^
Vercors has given a good deal of thought to what goes into the making
of a human being, where the line can be drawn between animal and human.
Victor Brombert, The Intellectual Hero: Studies in the French
Novel, 1880-1955 (New York: J. B. Lippincott Company, I960), p. 220.
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He has moved steadily away from Marxism toward a point comparable to
Teilhard de Chardin's in its emphasis upon the unique nature of the human
mind. Vercors, however, overburdens his thoughts as he conveys them in
tales with philosophical disquisition. In fact, he enjoys poking fun
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at his own speculations and at such popular fads as psychoanalysis.
True enough, Vercors has a mission--a mission of conveying his
message on man to the world. He is not only concerned with establishing
a definition, but he is also deeply disturbed by the frivolity embedded
in this quest of the nature of man. It is this nature of ours which seems
to prevent the rest of us from being very much interested in the question.
In a manner of speaking, then, the evolution of Vercors's thought on
the question is primarily composed of personal experiences. The reader is
advised that the author does not make reference to Vercors's thought as a
whole, but merely to the various stages of his thought on the essence of
man or in his quest to provide adequately a working definition for the
nature of this highly complex animal called "man."
Thus, if one traces the evolution of Vercors's thought on the exact
nature of man, he discovers a combination of pessimism and optimism,
finding the former to dominate, especially in Sylva. Nonetheless, no one
can deny that Vercors makes his thesis clear and proves to his own satis¬
faction that man is not only a social being--but that he is exclusively,
l^Germaine Br^, "Vercors," New York Times (January 7, 1962), p. 5*
^^Dorothy N. and Arthur Curley, A Library of Literary Criticism--
Modern Romance Literatures (New York: Frederick Ungar Publishing Co.,
1967), pp. 470-471.
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a social being.He is a social being, for he is the sum total of his
physical being, attitude, mannerisms, and beliefs. He is unique in his
own way. He cannot be replaced, not even by hundreds more.
^^Elizabeth Janeway, "The Insurgents," New York Times (October
28, 1956), p. 7.
CHAPTER IV
THE ESSENCE OF MAN
It has been established that through Les Aniroaux deliature's and
Sylva. Vercors desires the world to stop, then take another glance at
itself--a despicable being. He wishes to challenge roan to regard reality
as it exists. If and when roan accepts this charge, he roust live it, for
it is then and only then that life is beautiful—more beautiful than ever.
One asks time and time again, what is the essence of man? Before
attempting to respond to the question, however, it is imperative to know
what is meant by essence.
Essence, a term taken from the Latin, "essentia," is defined as that
by which a thing is what it is. The Greek philosophers identified essence
with substance. Therefore, the essence of man was to be a rational animal.
Considering the thoughts from Greek philosophers, later, writers dis¬
tinguished essence from substance and defined the essence of a thing as
its nature considered apart from its existence. Still again, in many
philosophical views, the essence of a thing is defined simply by its con¬
stituent elements. In others, it is held to be that principle which,
together with its act of existing, forms the concrete reality.
Webster's Dictionary defines man as a human being; especially an
adult male human; mankind; a bipedal primate manmal (Homo sapiens) that
is anatomically related to the great apes but distinguished especially
by notable development of the brain with a resultant capacity for
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articulate speech and abstract reasoning. True enough, this definition
survives as a definition for man but is not sufficient. It gives much
ambiguity to its meaning. For instance, the idea of man being a human
being instantly raises a question. What is a human being? We are then
back to the beginning, what is man? If man is a primate related to the
great apes then are not apes men? Such are the questions that the author
attempts to resolve once and for all.
The biological ancestry of man has been traced back for some
35,000,000 years through fossil remains according to some critics.
Important fossils known as dryopithecines, which eventually led to man
are of the Miocene age. Yet, the earliest forms of man, known as the
australopithecines, principally of African origin, date back to 2,500,000
years into the Upper Pliocene* Therefore, if what James Boswell said to
Benjamin Franklin is true, that man is a tool-making animal, then certainly
the australopithecines are regarded as men. Of course, it must be borne
in mind that tool-making constitutes a minute criterion for the defini¬
tion of man. This is an important fact that the messages of Vercors's
Les Animaux denatures and Sylva seek to illustrate.
There are no qualms over the quantity of knowledge that man possesses
of life and himself, but man's fundamental nature—injhat makes him behave
as he does is still a profound mystery. Science cannot explain what the
human mind really is and how it works with the brain. What kind of a
natural phenomenon is thought? There is not even a theory.^
^J. B. Rhine, The Reach of the Mind (New York: William Sloane
Associates, Inc., 1947), p. 3*
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Where does human personality belong in the scheme of things? Does
man have a meaning in life? It is doubtful that the greatest mind among
man can answer these questions even in general terms, for man falls into
many categories in nature. Moreover, the meaning of life differs from
man to man, from day to day and from hour to hour. Each situation in
life represents a problem for him to solve. The ultimate question is
what is the meaning of man's life? To resolve this problem, man must
not pose this question to himself per se, but rather permit others to
ask the question to him.
Historians of the twenty-first century will be amazed to see that
man has delayed to attack with concentrated research the problem of what
he is himself.^
Why has man failed to define his own essence? The answer is not as
complex as it appears. Instead of bearing the knowledge of what he is,
he has accumulated beliefs. He can defend his failure, for when he was
very young he acquired his belief about man--that he consisted of two
parts, a material body and a non-physical mind or soul. The soul was
the ruling part and the body was a house and an instrument of the soul.
Man is a dual being having his mind as the true center of his per¬
sonality. His duality is simply that of a mental and physical being.
Man can be regarded as a "precious fruit," but nonetheless, impoi-
soned fruit which may lead another man to his own destruction. In spite
of the praiseworthy comparison to "precious fruit," man is still thought
to be parasitic, for he cannot be an island, he cannot stand alone. He
Ibid., p. 4.
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IS a part of the mainland, a minute part of the whole (the entire uni¬
verse and all therein). Unlike an island, man has dear need of another.
He learns not from himself alone, but from books and other people.
As seen in Les Animaux denatur^, man exists only in his relationship
to other men and to things. That is to say, he is determined by his own
mi 1ieu which he in turn determines. How he acts and what he says depend
largely on his environment and his place in his environment. It is this
constant interplay which in the long run produces history. Similarly,
Vercors incorporates this idea in $ylva but from a different perspective.
In Les Animaux d^atures, Vercors uses the city government and townsmen
seeking answers to the question of the nature of man. In SyIva. on
the other hand, Vercors shows man's relationship to man and to things not
only when he pits Sylva against the many new experiences that she under¬
goes, but also when he emphasizes the involvement of Arthur with Sylva
and to Dorothy.
Vercors's satirical works treating the nature of man are logical.
Aldous Huxley, in his Ape and Essence, treating the same question, also
displays opportune, responsible, and logical arguments. Yet, the satire
which carries them is arbitrary, opportunistic and proceeds without logic.
For although Huxley's novel is harsh, violent, bitter, even murderously
acid, often he has more than that on his mind. If the reader views his
work carefully, he will detect the pity behind it. To the contrary,
Vercors does not in any way attempt to evoke pity from the reader. He
merely presents the facts as he sees them.
The essence of man is reflected through the seemingly constant
silence of the German soldier, the old Frenchman, and his niece in The
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Silence of the Sea. It is this silence that represents the French during
the German Occupation. After a considerable time, the French had grown
accustomed to living behind what one might commonly call a "mask of false
identity." It is this "mask" that man puts on to camouflage his defeat
or weakness. The "mask" is truly a part of the natural order of things in
the life of man. One finds that The Silence of the Sea implies that there
can be no collaboration in the war.
As a result of mountainous explanations for the essence of man, it is
no wonder why Vercors explores the inexhaustible riddle, what is man, what
may he become, and at what moment in his victory does he fall victim to
the forces he has unleashed?
One must be cautious of the sincerity and unswerving dedication of
Vercors in Les Animaux denatures, especially since Vercors feels that to
define man by his physical traits--by zoology, physiology, and even
psychology>-is an impossible undertaking.
To spiritual worshippers, man is a religious being. He possesses
dying needs for a religion, be it Protestantism, polytheism, pantheism,
buddism, atheism, or any other religion. He must have something by which
he attempts to understand himself and the world. From his religion he
receives joy, security, and general well-being.
Man is a reasoning being. Every human act is the effect of a con¬
trolled will through ethic reasons. Vercors elaborates on this in his
Plus ou moins honamet
Quant's tous les autres, du moment qu'ils agissent, du ^
moment qu'ils 1 event un seul doigt, cheque acte, chaque pensee,
qu'ils le veuillent ou non, viendra charger I'un des plateaux
ou se pesent I'homme et la bete. Chaque jour, chaque heure,
chaque minute, ils auront a opter pour la solidarite avec
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leurs freres rebelles, ou la compl icite^ avec la r^ression
qui les divise et les ecrase avant de les faire mourir. Hommes
ou kapos, il i^'est pas d'autre choix. Choix, il faut le^
reconna'itre helas^ toujours douteux, toujours plein de perils.
L’erreur sans cesse guette les honvnes et les d^oute. D'entre
tous leurs actes* nous 1'avons vu, seuls sont proprement
humains ceux qui sont 1'effet d'une volonte dirigde par une
raison ^th ique.3
In order to define man, Vercors renders the best method in Les
Anireaux denatures. His method is that ultimate truth must not be denied
us; that which is a property that may belong or fail to belong to
beliefs, ideas, judgments, propositions, sentences or statements. Yet,
we know that this ultimate truth will be denied. For, "truth" always
takes longest to triumph.^
Self-realization is the key towards solving our problems. Man must
first realize the multiplicity of ideologies, beliefs, attitudes, customs,
political and socio-economic conditions that life offers him. He must
therefore accept reality. This acceptance does not, however, denote the
conformity of man, but moreover, the acknowledgement thereof.
Humanization may be a possible solution towards defining the essence
of man. It is humanism that brings human nature into relief as distinct
from (though related to) the natural world beneath man and the theological
uncertainties and metaphysical abstractions beyond him. It received its
classic expression in the philosophy, literature, and art of ancient Greece
and Rome. It was revived by the rediscovery of ancient culture and
flowered as the humanistic phase of the Renaissance. Appearing in 14th
3
Plus oo moins homme, p. 52.
^Jean Bruller-Vercors, You Shall Know Them, translated from the
French by Rita Barisse (Boston: Little, Brown and Company, 1953), P* 163.
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century Italy, it spread in the 15th and I6th centuries to Spain, France,
England, Germany, and the Netherlands. Humanists of the I8th century
attacked political oppression (for example, Jean-Jacques Rousseau), and
19th century humanists resisted the attempt of Anglo-French positivism
to interpret man through the categories and methods of the natural sci¬
ences.^
The term "human being" is used interchangeably with that of "man."
Since there has been, as yet, no adequate definition of man, then what
is a human being? "A human being is not one thing among others; things
determine each other, but man is ultimately self-determining. What he
becomes—within the limits of endowment and environment--he has made
out of himself.... Man has both potentialities within himself; which one
is actualized depends on decisions but not on conditions."^
Not only is a human being self-determining and influenced by his
environment, but he expresses the human quality of commitment and sees
reality as it exists:
I have always been the man that I am. All my life, I have
had to learn in order to become the man that I am, but this has
not made me forget the man that I was; or rather, to be more
precise, the various men that I was. And if between these
men and my present self there is a contradiction, if I think
I have learnt a thing or two and made some progress, when I
turn round and look back upon them, I am not ashamed of these
past men, for they represent the various stages of my evolution,
they led to me, as it were, and I cannot utter the word, "I"
without them.... Truth was not revealed to me at my christening,
and I learnt it neither from my father nor from the class to
which my family belonged. All I have learned has cost me
^Stephen A. Emery, "Humanism," The Collegiate Encyclopedia (New
York: Grolier, Inc., 1970), IX, p. 36.
^Viktor E. Frank 1, Man's Search for Meaning: An Introduction to
Logotherapy (Boston: Beacon Press, 1959), pp. I36-37.
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dearly* what I know has been acquired at my own expense.
I did not arrive at a single certainty except through
doubt* anguish* sweat and painful experience. Hence ray
respect for those who do not know* for the seekers* for
those who are feeling their way and are getting a few
knocks in the process.^
The essence of man is his rebellion: "Le langage* la pensee* Part*
/ Q
la religion* la politique sont les consequences de cette rebellion.'"’
Man too* recognizes that he is a part of this vast universe and there¬
fore has a voice equal to that of another. He revolts against society
and the established institutions which govern him. These institutions
play an important role in his life. He recognizes that he is a divine
creature and is endowed by his creator with certain rights and privi¬
leges. He believes that he is entitled to do as he desires. Neverthe¬
less* he sometimes goes to the extreme. He defies all laws. He revolts
against all authority. Many feel that they are justified while others
have no compunction whatsoever.
The ability to think and reason is principally delegated to man.
Therefore* philosophically speaking* this ability is said to be a dis¬
tinguishing feature between man and beast. Yet* there are those who
contend that animals think just as man but the rapidity of their thought
processes is abated. Man is a divine being because he himself is regarded
as a creator* an inventor of various electrical* mechanical* and atomic
machineries and instruments dearly needed in our technological society.
Man is a moral deviant for he transgresses against the biblical
laws—laws established by society—universal laws. Among these laws are
^Maxwell Adereth* Commitment in Modern French Literature (London:
Gollancz Company* 1967)* pp. 13^-35.
^Les Animaux d^aturels* p. 282.
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the conmitment of adultery, fornication, polygamy, sodomy, and so forth.
Man is destructive unto himself. He creates, but through the mis¬
use of that which he creates, he either injures or kills himself. For
example, the first atomic bomb, though invented for man's own protection,
destroyed thousands of innocent men in Japan during World War II. True,
it was the intention of the United States to restore peace, not kill
innocent men. Nevertheless, these men died! The automobile, designed
to link city to city, state to state and country to country through faster
means of transportation, has caused the death of many men.
Man is "greed" at its best. He does not desire that others surpass
him politically, socially, economically, spiritually, or intellectually.
He HKist constantly seek to surpass his peers. He is never satisfied
with what he possesses but is always conspiring to rise. It is this
"greed" that causes him to believe that he is better than beasts. In
spite of all that he believes in reference to his superiority, he cannot
truly exclude beasts from his history. After all, the fact that neither
man nor beast truly has one central means of communicating does not
indicate that man is better than beast. Han's brain power potential,
exceeding that of animals, does mean, however, that man is merely an
animal on a higher scale.
Perhaps the best method of expressing the essence of man as reflec¬
ted in Vercors's writings is to borrow Alexander Pope's statement taken
from his famous, "Essay On Man": "The proper study of mankind is man,
for man determines his own being*" It is he who affixes titles and
labels to all existing beings and things. Vercors points out in Sylva
that man tries to mold others to his liking, but the final analysis is
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the same as before. One can alter the thoughts^ ambitions, desires, and
morals, but the composition remains constant. The birth of Sylva's cub
proves Vercors's thoughts on the question of the nature of man.
The author's scrutiny of Vercors's philosphy behind the essence
of man warrants the following conclusions: (1) that Vercors's philosophy
concerned with what man is, is a study of the concrete living man; not
abstractions; (2) that he sees human existence as having its own value;
and (3) that man's sense of responsibility has direct bearing on his
relationship to his environment. Moreover, the evolutionary development
of Vercors's philosophy on man dating from 1941 to 1973 reveals his
sincere desire to establish, once and for all, an appropriate definition
for man. For Vercors, titles attributed to man, attitudes and ideologies
rooted in each man have little or no significance in determining exactly
what man is, for, man is whatever he elects himself to be.
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